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MAY IT PLEASE THE PANEL 

1 We represented Housing New Zealand Corporation (Housing New 

Zealand) in relation to the Stage 1 Residential Proposal, as part of 

the. Crown submission (Submitter 495).  We also represent Housing 

New Zealand with respect to its submission on the extant 

Residential Medium Density Proposal (RMD Proposal). 

2 This memorandum is filed to seek confirmation on a point of the 

Panel’s decision on the Stage 1 Residential Proposal dated 10 

December 2015, which has arisen when considering the RMD 

Proposal  

3 Decision 10 directed the Council to prepare updated planning maps 

in line with the content of the decision and submit those maps to the 

Panel.  

4 On 19 May 2016 the Council filed a set of planning maps labelled 

“FINAL”.  

5 This set of planning maps shows, for the first time, a “Lower Height 

Limit Overlay” applying to all areas of Residential Medium Density 

zoned land that were previously zoned Living 1 or Living 2 in the 

operative Christchurch City Plan (operative plan).  

6 This overlay was not shown on the notified planning maps or on any 

of the maps produced by the Council during the hearing process 

(including the maps produced by Council and Crown witnesses at 

the hearing). 

7 Counsel understands that the inclusion of the overlay across all of 

the areas of Residential Medium Density is based on the following 

paragraph of the Stage 1 Residential Decision (decision 10): 

“Mr Blair explained a technical error on the Planning Maps which the 

Council’s submission asked be corrected in relation to the Central 

Riccarton area. In the Notified Version, the residential rules specified 

a lower 8 metre height limit for this locality, but this was not shown 

on the applicable Planning Maps. The lower limit ought to have been 

shown as an overlay. We are satisfied that this is a minor remedial 
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correction and the error is not such as to have prejudiced any 

party’s ability to participate in the planning process. In particular, a 

reasonable reader of the Notified Version would not have simply 

scrutinised what the Planning Maps show. Rather, such a reader 

would have also considered the associated rules, where the 

restriction was duly specified.”1 

8 Counsel submits that the paragraph set out above seems to relate 

only to a specific locality in Riccarton and not to the entirety of the 

Residential Medium Density that was previously Living 1 or Living 2 

in the operative plan. This is supported by the following statement in 

the Memorandum of Counsel filed with the Stage 1 Residential 

planning maps on 19 May 2016: 

“the Panel accepted the Council's submission to show the lower 8 

metre height limit for the Central Riccarton area as an overlay on 

the planning maps. Specifically, the Central Riccarton area this 

relates to is the Living 3 area bounded by Riccarton and Blenheim 

Roads, Mandeville and Wainui Streets in the Operative City Plan.” 

9 Housing New Zealand was not aware that the lower height overlay 

was to be applied to all of the areas as shown in the updated 

planning maps. Housing New Zealand would have opposed this (as it 

has done by way of submission on the RMD Proposal) had it been 

clear that Council was seeking to extend it over such a significant 

area.  

  

                                       
1 Decision of the Independent Hearings Panel on the Stage 1 Residential Proposal, 

paragraph 450.  
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10 Moreover, Counsel understands that the imposition of the lower 

height overlay by the Council in the recently notified RMD Proposal 

areas of Papanui, Hornby and Linwood is made solely on the basis of 

the Council’s interpretation of Decision 10.  

11 Housing New Zealand respectfully seeks confirmation from the Panel 

that the Lower Height Limit Overlay is not intended to apply to areas 

of Residential Medium Density outside of the specified Riccarton 

area as referred to in Decision 10. Clarification of the Panel’s intent 

in Decision 10 would also assist the parties involved in the hearing 

of the current RMD Proposal. 

 

 

DATED this 31st day of May 2016 
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